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A.  General Information 
 
Fifty-one candidates registered for the above examination, eight of whom were absent. The following 

table shows the distribution of grades. 

 

Table 1: Distribution of Grades May 2019 

 

GRADE A B C D E F ABS Total 

NUMBER OF CANDIDATES 4 5 13 9 9 3 8 51 

% OF TOTAL 7.84 9.80 25.49 17.65 17.65 5.88 15.69 100 

Table 1: Distribution of grades for Advanced French 2019 First Session 

The examination consisted of four written papers and an oral examination in reading, free conversation and 

a dialogue on Civilisation française. 

The overall performance was weaker this year than last year, though the percentage rate of failures was only 

slightly higher than in 2018 by 0.18%. While the total percentage of Grades A and B were almost identical 

for both years, 4% more candidates obtained Grade A and 3.4% less candidates obtained grade B in 2019. 

Compared with 2018, the number of candidates obtaining Grades C and D fell by 4.7% and 6.9% respectively. 

Candidates who obtained Grade E increased by 2.5%, while the difference in Grade F was negligible: an 

increase of 0.2%. The percentage of absentees was slightly higher than double that in 2018, standing at 

15.7% when compared to 7.5% in 2018. In total, the performance of candidates obtaining grades ranging 

from A to C stood at an inferior rate of 4.1%, while that of grades ranging from A to E was inferior to 2018 

by 8.4%.  

B. Paper I  

Analyse d’un texte non littéraire (60 marks) 
 

This exercise has seen an improvement over last year’s performance, as 22% of the candidates obtained a 

mark over 75%. However, while the failure rate stood at 13.7%, the work of the rest of the candidates was 

of pass mark standard. Most candidates identified the main idea of the text, namely Black Friday and its 

detrimental effects on society in general, but only a few candidates commented on the secondary ideas. 

These included the author’s justification of what minister Bruno Poirson, Secretary of State to the Minister 

for the Ecological and Inclusive Transition said with regards to Black Friday and the reaction to her remarks.   

The article informs the reader about the origin of this custom and it invites the reader to reflect on the fact 

that it was introduced from the United States to France only to encourage shopping and overconsumption. 

Many candidates hinted at the choice of vocabulary, at the rhetorical questions and exclamations and other 

punctuation marks, as well as at the length of the sentences, but they did not explain the author’s aim in 

making use of them and on their effect on the reader. These same candidates did not comment on the 

author’s use of pronouns and of connectors. Candidates must realise that it is not enough to point out the 

obvious presence of these elements in a passage; they must make a critical analysis of their use.  

Some candidates did not understand the fact that the author not only supports Bruno Poirson’s comments, 

but also indicates the contradiction uttered by those who disagree with the Minister and at the same time 
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denounce the malbouffe. Another common mistake was that the presence of the author, often indicated by 

the pronouns on and nous, went unnoticed, so that some candidates wrote that the author was absent from 

the text. Only a few candidates commented on the ironic tone of the passage expressed by such phrases as 

Et même lundi – le Cyber Monday, with reference to the fact that the day Black Friday is extended to the 

following Monday, or, Comme si on aurait dû attendre d’elle le contraire!, by which the author expressed his 

sarcastic surprise with respect to those individuals who criticised adversely Bruno Poirson.  

The author’s tone of displeasure or vexation in the phrase: Comprenne qui pourra was again ignored by most 

candidates. When it came to the use of the tenses, candidates pointed them out without analysing their 

functional element. Candidates should realise that this is an exercise in critical analysis. It does not demand 

a description of unrelated discursive and linguistic aspects of the text, but it requires a thorough examination 

of the text in order to determine the author’s aim/s behind his/her choice of all the elements which enhance 

it.  

This exercise allows the use of a monolingual dictionary. Candidates should take advantage of this concession 

that should help them appreciate the author’s choice of a particular word or expression. They should have 

commented upon such phrases as, ces soldes monstres, ce tapage consumériste, ce déferlement 

consumériste, and the forceful word arnaque. Moreover, the Board finds itself in a position to have to repeat 

what has been reported in previous years. Often, a functional analysis of the tenses used by the author was 

non-existent. Finally, candidates are reminded that errors in grammar and orthography as well as the 

reproduction of memorised material not relevant to the passage in question are to be avoided at all costs. 

The examiners cannot insist enough on the importance of preparing for this exercise through reading 

newspaper and magazine articles in French while analysing with a critical mind the author’s message and 

not simply read these articles in a superficial manner.  

C. Paper II 
 

This paper consisted of two exercises, an essay and a written comprehension. 

1. Essay (100 marks) 

 
All the titles were chosen by the candidates. Title d) relating to the use and misuse of the smartphone proved 

the most popular as it was chosen by just under 55% of the candidates present for the examination, while 

31% chose essay a): Dans certaines villes européennes le transport en commun est gratuit et le co-voiturage 

est très promu. Que pensez-vous de telles mesures pour réduire la pollution et les embouteillages ? Peut-on 

les adopter à Malte? The remaining 14% (six candidates) chose titles b), c) and d). Title b) required candidates 

to give a critical appreciation of a documentary or film. Title c) required candidates to write an argumentative 

essay on the proverb Vouloir c’est pouvoir, and title e) gave candidates the opportunity to write an original 

story based on the introductory sentence: Il faisait très tard et je rentrais chez moi… Given the small number 

of candidates who chose these titles, the Board will not comment specifically on them. It shows that 

candidates prefer to reproduce material they have probably worked on rather than write on a topic that is 

more challenging.  

The essays were generally well argued and to the point. Marks were lost when candidates did not conform 

to the word count required of them of 350-400 words. It is a pity that some good essays lost marks mainly 
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because they exceeded the limit of 400 words and, in a few cases, because their number of words was below 

350. There seems to be an improvement with regard to the application of grammar rules. It is still important 

to indicate the more common errors. These include the use of the infinitive mood when a verb follows a 

preposition and when it is used as a second verb. Quite often, candidates do not identify the gender of 

nouns, as in the examples “cette point”, “un pays très petite”, “une effort”, le destruction”, une vrai 

signification” and “la rechauffement”. Some candidates confuse the relative pronouns, as in the example: 

“On ne sait pas qu’est-ce qu’ils font…”. Errors regarding the conjugation of simple verbs such as “les amis 

aide”, “le smartphone ne détruire pas”, and “les relations familiales est en train de…” are possibly due to 

negligence. 

 Other common errors regard the use of prepositions, for example, “en Malte”; object pronouns: “je les dis”; 

emphatic pronouns: “avec ils”; possessive pronouns: nôtres familles”; and orthography, for example, 

“communicer”, “courire”, “proffesseurs”, “familie”, “aplikasions”, especially accents: “independent”, 

“societe”, “negative”, and many more. Interference with other languages was also a cause of loss of marks, 

for example, “apreste attencion”, “personalement”; the most striking was perhaps “les buses”. In some 

cases, sentence construction was weak, as in these two examples: “nous ne pouvons voir pas le chause 

negative que le smartphone à avec le relations familiales”, and “les personnes devraient laisser leurs 

telephone portables à sentir son pendant leur experience”. Unfortunately, very often candidates tried to 

improve sentence structure and vocabulary but failed to understand the worth of socio-pragmatics: what is 

said in one language does not always apply to another, so that literal translation should be avoided. The 

examiners would like to draw the candidates’ attention to the syllabus under the heading ‘Essay’, where 

essay writing requires candidates to ”make use of a wide range of vocabulary and include idiomatic 

expressions”, as this requirement is more often than not disregarded. The importance of reading in French 

cannot be stressed enough.  

2. Reading Comprehension (75 marks) 

 
When compared with last year’s performance, candidates did not do so well this year. 24% of the candidates 

present for this examination performed very well, obtaining 75% of the mark or over, just over half of these 

obtained 80% of the total mark or over. The percentage rate of failures stood at 21%, which contrasts sharply 

with the failure rate of the essay. Questions b), d), g), i) and k) were answered correctly by the majority of 

candidates. With regard to question a) most candidates understood what the expression la doyenne de 

l’humanité meant, but due to limited vocabulary, they were unable to write a phrase as simple as la plus 

vieille personne du monde. Most candidates answered question c) correctly, a few, however, were reluctant 

to give their opinion or perhaps, did not understand the question. Question e) presented some difficulty to 

some candidates with regards to finding in the text an equivalent word or expression to attestations, 

augmente and durée de vie. This vocabulary should reach the candidates’ level and it is another indication 

that points to lack of reading in French. The same reason is the cause of the candidates’ difficulty in 

answering correctly question f). In fact, many candidates simply copied the answer from the text. The 

syllabus states unequivocally: “They [the candidates] are expected to formulate their answers in such a way 

as to avoid repeating whole sentences or even phrases from the text”. Question h) earned full marks for a 

good number of candidates but the rest showed lack of knowledge of the syntactic and morphosyntactic 

features of the French language. It is regrettable that at this level candidates are unable to find in a passage 
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a preposition, a relative pronoun, a reflexive verb, etc. With regard to question j), while some answers were 

very good, others went entirely out of point often by simply mentioning the burnt photos. 

Candidates should be familiar with rules of grammar and syntax and with a wide range of vocabulary gained 

mainly through reading. Finally, candidates are reminded that any reference to the text should contain the 

line number. 

D. Paper III  
 
This paper based on literary studies consisted of two sections namely, Section A, that was compulsory and 

Section B, where candidates were asked to choose two questions on two different texts. The paper carried 

a total of 75 marks equally divided between the three questions. One candidate was absent only for Paper 

III, raising the percentage rate of absentees to 20% of the registered candidates. Another candidate 

answered only Question 1. Examiners have noticed that this year, contrary to past years, candidates fared 

worst in this paper.  

With regards to Section B, some candidates either left a question out or simply wrote a completely irrelevant 

answer for which they obtained either a very low mark or no marks at all. Candidates must read the question 

well in order to answer to the point and without repeating themselves. They are meant to discuss and argue 

a quotation or a statement by referring to particular events in the novel or collection of short stories; they 

are not meant to tell the story for its own sake. While no candidate chose to answer the questions of Section 

B in Maltese and gave their answers in English, the level of English was generally poor, and, in some cases, 

very incoherent. In some rare cases the handwriting was illegible. 

 Section A (25 marks) 

 
There was no progress since last year with regard to the compulsory Question 1 on Molière’s comedy Le 

Malade imaginaire that required the answers in French. In fact, numerous candidates failed this question, 

mainly for the same reasons given in last year’s report: the candidates’ French was poor and the answers 

incomprehensible or wrong. The following sentences taken from different scripts give an idea of the 

candidates’ poor performance. An answer to Section A 1(a): “Toinette trouve cela un « dessein burlesque» 

parce-que telles des mariages arranges était communes dans ces temps Argan n’importe rien”. An answer to 

1(b) : “Pour Argan Thomas peut devenir un médecin qu’il veut aider la maladie d’Argan”. An answer to 1(c) : 

Dans cet extrait, nous avons Argan et Angélique qu’ils parlent sur les hommes different. Cet exemple rendre 

l’extrait plus farce”. Toinette is described as “la serviteur d’Argan”, whereas grammatical errors such as “un 

médecin excellente” were not uncommon. Most candidates preferred to answer question A1, the failure rate 

was 45 % of the candidates present, question A2 only attracted 20% of the candidates present, and the 

failure rate was 37%.  

 

 

Section B (50 marks) 
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In Section B, candidates were given the choice of preparing two books out of four. 22% of the candidates 

failed in the two questions, while 17% failed in one question and 19.5 % did well in two questions. Only two 

candidates who answered between them questions B1 and B2 chose Victor Hugo’s Le Dernier Jour d’un 

condamné. The Board will not comment on the performance of these two candidates. On the other hand, all 

the candidates prepared Schmitt’s Concerto à la mémoire d’un ange, most of them attempted question 3 

and only four candidates chose question 4. The Board will comment on question 3.. Candidates had to discuss 

three elements that run through the short stories of Schmitt’s Concerto à la mémoire d’un ange namely, the 

originality and, at the same time, the realist existence of the characters; the plot and its original and 

unexpected twists and turns and any moral or philosophical lesson to be learnt.  

The recurring themes are Saint Rita, pardon and redemption. Questions 5 and 6 were based on Joffo’s novel 

La jeune fille au pair. As question 5 was tackled only by 6 candidates, the Board will comment on question 6, 

chosen by 24 candidates. Some candidates who answered this question made a good, in some cases, an 

excellent analysis of the way in which Joffo incites the reader to reflect on the theme of forgiveness. These 

answers included pertinent references and quotations. They discussed how, after the war, Wanda 

Schomberg, the daughter of a Nazi officer in charge of the trains that sent Jews to their death, decided to 

discover for herself what a Jewish family was really like by employing herself as fille au pair with a French 

Jewish family. Her slow period of transformation combined with intense personal reflexion on the theme of 

forgiveness convince her not only to make acts of reparation, but also to decide to go and live in Israel. The 

rest of the candidates were either of average standard or poor.  

Questions 7 and 8 were chosen by 8 candidates whose performance in this component was excellent. 

E. Paper IV   

Dictation (30 marks) 

 

All the candidates who sat for this paper obtained a pass mark. The general performance was very good, as 

almost 55% of the candidates obtained a mark of 80% or over. Those candidates who did not do so well need 

to listen carefully to the reading of the passage in order to understand what it is about. They need to pay 

attention to the pronunciation by the reader of the group of words while the passage is being dictated. The 

final revision should serve to correct any grammatical or spelling mistakes. Some candidates wrote “en livre” 

or “une livre” for un livre and “un personne” for une personne.  

Accents present a problem for many candidates, for example, the circumflex accent was left out in the 

common words gâteaux and âgé; espoir carried an acute accent on the ‘e’ in some scripts, whereas décembre 

had the accent left out or written “dicembre”. Among the vocabulary that presented some difficulty were: 

boîte, permettre, étonné, souhaiter, témoigner, trentenaire and ému. The most glaring errors were due to 

negligence or total misapplication of grammar rules. For example, the perfect tense a remercié was written 

“a remercier”, “ces” for c’est, “rempli de petit cadeau”, “je trouver”, “je venait”, “où” for ou, “sa reel 

gratitude”, “le coli contené”. Common expressions such as au-delà de were misspelt. Candidates are 

reminded of the importance of reading in order to master a language. 
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The oral examination consisted of a reading exercise (15 marks) and a dialogue made up of two parts, 

namely, free conversation (20 marks) and a dialogue based on a set text on French culture (25 marks). Most 

candidates performed well in this component, nevertheless, the overall performance was weaker than last 

year’s. 

Reading (15 marks) 

 

With regards to the reading examination, articulation was generally good, but candidates must work harder 

on their intonation. Candidates are still not familiar enough with numbers whether it was 60 or 70 in Lecture 

1 or 37 in Lecture 2. Obvious liaisons, such as, les années in Lecture 1 and un endroit in Lecture 2 were 

generally not made. Other candidates were unclear in the pronunciation of the feminine words such as morte 

and présente and bourgeoises in Lecture 1 and enseignante in Lecture 2. The words which presented some 

difficulty to candidates were suites, série, succès, familier, septième, brille and scène in Lecture 1 and revient, 

hâté, de chez lui, l’ours, retrouvera, originaire, and congé in Lecture 2. Some candidates found difficulty in 

distinguishing between un and en, found in both passages. Their pronunciation of u in common words such 

as débuté, culte and publié in Lecture 1 and pu, rendus and sur in Lecture 2 was often incorrect. Candidates 

are also advised to pay more attention to the articulation of nasal sounds. 

Free Conversation (20 marks) 

 

For this part of the examination, the level was generally good. Candidates were generally at ease and 

discussed freely about their chosen topic. The main difficulty was, however, finding the right vocabulary to 

express their thoughts.  

Dialogue on a set text (25 marks) 
 

Most candidates did well. The fact that candidates learnt the text by heart did not leave much place for a 

“dialogue”; however, full marks were given to those candidates who answered correctly, limiting themselves 

to the information given in the textbook.   

G. Conclusion 
 

In the oral examination, candidates demonstrated that they could discuss a theme in a flowing conversation. 

Some improvement is still necessary with intonation and, to some extent, articulation. The written language 

was generally weak and basic errors in grammar and syntax are heavily penalised at this level. The 

candidates’ limited vocabulary must also be given the attention it deserves.  

  

 

Chairperson

Examination Panel 2019 

F. The Oral examination (60 marks) 


